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. The Sommerfeld-Watson transform
We consider nJ.V scattering. Let PI and ql be the four-momenta of the incoming nucleon and meson, andp2' and q2 be the four-momenta of the outgoing nucleon and meson. We define the Lorentz scalars by
s= (PI -q2Y=2M
The T matrix for this process is defined by
The T matrix defined in this way is a Lorentz scalar and can be written (2·5)
The differential cros.ssection in the c.m. system' is given by,
where the second matrix element is taken between two-component spinors. The fun'ctions J;. and h are related to A and B which are assumed to have the Mandelstam analyticity: 
where and the superscripts ± refer to the l = J ± 1/2 states.
Now we assume fJ± (W) to be analytic in the J plane except for Regge poles. The Sommerfeld-Watson transforms of (2·11) and (2 ·12) are 6 ) 
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.
where fJ±<+) is the even-signature amplitude, and fJ±<-) is the odd-signature am-plitude. Let the discontinuity of G (u, t) across the t cut be G t (u, t). Then, from (2·15) we have
4i j -(2 ·17) In the same way, we get
(2·20) 
has poles with ± parity, while f.,±(-) has poles with =F parity. The superscript p does not mean parity, but stands for ± corresponding to I=J ±1/2~ (3.8) n,t",r
V-ant"CW) +r _
where we have written ant" (± W) for an ±,t" (W) to make the reflection sym . . . metry6) explicit. The principal Khuri residues rnt" are related to 'the Regge residues f3n p ,t" as
The functions fr (a; x) are defined by
For 1'=0, we have fa(a; x) = 1. The summation with r is taken over all nonnegative integers satisfying Re ant" -r> -L, where Re V= -L is the background line. In the region Re v> -L the background terms B, 13, C and {} are regular.
These results follow from the truncated asymptotic expansion of the Legendre function 
)
In this section, cancellation conditions of the highest singularities at W = 0 in the satellite Khuri-pole terms are derived by introducing the daughter trajectories. These conditions are necessary in the next section to remove the lower singularities at W = O .. 
The signature of the trajectory an (W) is denoted by 'C n (n = 0, 1, 2, .... , 'Co = + 1).
Since the daughter trajectories are introduced to cancell the singuladty aris-· mg from the factor q2r, it is convenient to write rn (± 1V) q21l for the correspond- 
Given to (0) ~O, these equations are co'risistent only if the daughters. have alter-, nating signature: , , , (4, 9) Indeed it IS shown in the Appendix that the coefficients C n (a) are
n. an (4'10) where (x)n means In the previous section we removed the singularities of the type W2k in the terms -proportional to q2k. Our next step is to remove the lower singularities.
For this purpose we expand the coefficients of lk on the right-hand -sides of Eqs. (4,2) and (4,4) into power series of W, and get
where
Tk,n(W) =rn(W)fk-n(an(W): 1), Tk,n(vV) = ( -)k-nrn(W)fk_n(an(W): -1).
The constants F~~,8 are given by -(s= 1,2, "', m) 
and
The terms with different v-dependence should vanish separately so that in Eq_ (S -10) we have
Ie,n n -
(O<p<k<N)
. (5 -12) n""O n""if .
Similarly, Eq_ (S-ll) gives, for s=2p-1, [an (1) 
)
After completion of this work, we received two pre prints by Nakanishi and Seto,S) and very recent Letter of Vecchia and Drago,9) and preprint by Kuo and Walker/D) in which the same conclusion with us can be seen. 
